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ABSTRACT
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one of the coordinated cells in a region is determined as a central control cell

the central control cell determines the priorities of the users to be scheduled in all coordinated cells according to the user information from all other coordinated cells in the region

the central control cell schedules a user in each coordinated cell according to the determined priorities and informs a corresponding coordinated cell of the information on a user that is finally determined to be scheduled

after receiving the scheduling information from the central control cell, the corresponding coordinated cell schedules the user in corresponding time and frequency resources
COORDINATED SCHEDULING METHOD AND SYSTEM IN COORDINATED MULTI-POINT TRANSMISSION

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to a Coordinated Multiple Point (CoMP) transmission and reception technology, and in particular to a coordinated scheduling method and system in CoMP transmission.

BACKGROUND

In order to improve the coverage rate of a high speed data service and increase the average throughput of a cell edge and a cell, a CoMP technology is introduced in a Long Term Evaluation-Advanced (LTE-A) system.

At present, in LTE-A, the CoMP technology is mainly divided into joint transmission technology and coordinated scheduling technology. The joint transmission technology means that, each node in a coordinated transmission set can acquire data information, and Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) data is transmitted at the same moment via a plurality of nodes or one node. The coordinated scheduling technology means that, only a serving cell can acquire data information to be transmitted, while user scheduling and the confirmation on a beam forming are carried out through the coordination of a coordinated set. The present disclosure relates to coordinated scheduling in CoMP transmission. No specific coordinated scheduling scheme is provided in the prior art.

SUMMARY

In view of the problem above, the main object of the present disclosure is to provide a coordinated scheduling method and system in CoMP transmission to guarantee the performance of a user with the highest priority.

In order to achieve the purpose above, the technical scheme of the present disclosure is realized as follows:

a coordinated scheduling method in CoMP transmission includes:

- a central control cell determined in a region determines priorities of users to be scheduled in all coordinated cells according to user information coming from the all other coordinated cells in the region;
- the central control cell schedules a user in each of the coordinated cells according to the determined priorities, and informs a corresponding coordinated cell of information on a user that is finally determined to be scheduled; and
- after receiving the scheduling information from the central control cell, the corresponding coordinated cell schedules the user in corresponding time and frequency resources.

Before the method is carried out, the following steps may be further included:

- a user in each of the coordinated cells in the region independently measures quality of a channel between the user and the coordinated cell where the user is located, and feeds channel measurement information back to the coordinated cell; and
- each of the coordinated cells sends channel measurement information of a user to be scheduled in the coordinated cell to the central control cell, after receiving the channel measurement information.

The central control cell may be determined in this way: a coordinated cell in the region is randomly selected as the central control cell at different coordination moments; or the coordinated cells in the region serve in turn as the central control cell at different coordination moments; or a coordinated cell with relatively little traffic in the region is selected as the central control cell at different coordination moments; or once the central control cell is determined, no new central control cell is selected in the following coordination time.

The priorities may be determined in this way: the priorities of users to be scheduled in all coordinated cells in the region are determined according to a proportion fairness principle and current channel qualities of the users.

The information sent by each of the coordinated cells to the central control cell may further include: user-related information of a user to be scheduled in each of the coordinated cells, wherein the user-related information refers to data throughput completed by the user to be scheduled in each of the coordinated cells in a predetermined period of time and a service type of the user; and the priorities are determined in this way:

- the higher the channel quality shown by the channel measurement information is, the higher the priority is; the higher the throughput a user transmits in a predetermined period of time, the lower the priority is; and the higher the grade of a service type of a user is, the higher the priority is.

The scheduling a user in each of the coordinated cells according to the determined priorities may include:

- the central control cell selects a user with the highest priority and acquires, based on a preset weight criterion, a weight value matched with the user with the highest priority according to channel measurement information of the user with the highest priority;
- the central control cell determines a next optimal matched user to be scheduled and a corresponding weight value according to a preset optimal matching criterion;
- and the central control cell repeatedly determines a next optimal matched user to be scheduled and a corresponding weight value according to the preset optimal matching criterion until a preset scheduling ending condition is met, and then ends selecting a user to be scheduled.

The weight criterion may be a maximum combination ratio criterion.

The optimal matching criterion may be a maximum signal leakage ratio criterion.

The scheduling ending condition is that all coordinated cells have determined one scheduled user, or that all coordinated cells meet a preset performance threshold.

A coordinated scheduling system in CoMP transmission mainly includes a central control cell and coordinated cells, wherein

- the central control cell is one of coordinated cells in a region, and is configured to receive user information from the other coordinated cells in the region, determine priorities of users to be scheduled in all the coordinated cells, schedule a user in each of the coordinated cells, and inform a corresponding coordinated cell of information on a user that is finally determined to be scheduled,
- and each of the coordinated cells is located in the same region with the central control cell, and is configured to receive information about channel quality that is independently measured by a user in the coordinated cell where the user is located and reflects quality of a channel between the user and the coordinated cell, send information on a user to be scheduled in the coordinated cell to the central control cell, receive scheduling information from the central control center, and schedule a user in corresponding time and frequency resources according to the scheduling information.
Specifically, the central control cell schedules a user in each of the coordinated cells in this way:
the central control cell is specifically configured to select a user with the highest priority and acquires, based on a preset weight criterion, a weight value matched with the user with the highest priority according to channel measurement information of the user with the highest priority;
to determine a next optimal matched user to be scheduled and a corresponding weight value according to a preset optimal matching criterion; and

once the central control cell is determined in one of the ways above, no new central control cell is selected in the following coordination time;

step 101: the central control cell determines priorities of users to be scheduled in all the coordinated cells according to user information of all other coordinated cells in the region;
when there are a plurality of coordinated cells in the region, a user in each coordinated cell independently measures the quality of a channel between the user and the coordinated cell where the user is located, and feeds channel measurement information back to the coordinated cell; and after receiving user information from a user in the coordinated cell, the coordinated cell sends information on a user to be scheduled in the coordinated cell to the central control cell;
in this step, the priorities are determined in this way: the priorities of users to be scheduled in all coordinated cells in the region are determined according to a proportion fairness principle and current channel qualities of the users, wherein the proportion fairness principle is a technical means that is frequently used by those skilled in the art and is therefore not repeatedly described here;
the information sent by each coordinated cell to the central control cell further includes: user-related information of a user to be scheduled in the coordinated cell, wherein the user-related information refers to data throughput completed by the user to be scheduled in the coordinated cell in a predetermined period of time and a service type of the user; and

specially, the priorities are determined in this way:
the higher the channel quality shown by the channel measurement information is, the higher the priority is; the higher the throughput a user transmits in a predetermined period of time, the lower the priority is; and the higher the grade of the service type of a user is, the higher the priority is;
step 102: the central control cell schedules a user in each coordinated cell according to the determined priorities and informs a corresponding coordinated cell of information on a user that is finally determined to be scheduled; and after receiving the scheduling information from the central control cell, the corresponding coordinated cell schedules the user in corresponding time and frequency resources. The present disclosure provides a performance guarantee for a user with the highest priority. Further, in the present disclosure, considering the performance of the whole system, scheduling is performed in a scheduling stage according to a principle that a subsequent user to be scheduled should cause as little interference on the scheduled users as possible, therefore, the interference between scheduled users is effectively reduced, and the capacity of the system is greatly increased.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flow chart of a coordinated scheduling method in CoMP transmission according to the present disclosure; and

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating the structure of a coordinated scheduling system in CoMP transmission according to the present disclosure.

DETALLEd DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a flow chart of a coordinated scheduling method in CoMP transmission, as shown in FIG. 1, the coordinated scheduling method comprises the following steps:
step 100: one of coordinated cells in a region is determined as a central control cell;
in this step, the central control cell is determined in this way:
a coordinated cell in the region is randomly selected as the central control cell at different coordination moments; or
all the coordinated cells serve in turn as the central control cell at different coordination moments; or
a coordinated cell with little traffic is selected as the central control cell at different coordination moments; or

the optimal matched user is selected in this way: the optimal matched user is acquired according to a maximum signal leakage ratio criterion and so on which are taken as the optimal matching criterion, wherein the maximum signal leakage ratio criterion is a technical means that is frequently used by those skilled in the art and is therefore not repeatedly described here;
the scheduling ending condition may be that all the coordinated cells have determined one scheduled user; or that all the coordinated cells meet a preset performance threshold; and step 103: after receiving the scheduling information from the central control cell, the corresponding coordinated cell schedules the user in corresponding time and frequency resources; this step can be realized using an existing technology that is not repeatedly described here.

The scheme provided herein guarantees the performance of a user with the highest priority. Further, in the present disclosure, considering the performance of the whole system, a scheduling is performed in a scheduling stage according to a principle that a subsequent user to be scheduled should cause as little interference on a user having been determined to be scheduled as possible, therefore, the interference between scheduled users is effectively reduced, and the capacity of the system is greatly increased.

The present disclosure further provides a system for the method disclosed herein. FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating the structure of a coordinated scheduling system in CoMP transmission according to the present disclosure, as shown in FIG. 2, the coordinated scheduling system provided herein mainly comprises a central control cell and coordinated cells, wherein the central control cell is one of coordinated cells in a region that is configured to receive user information from other coordinated cells in the region, determine priorities of users to be scheduled in all the coordinated cells, schedule a user in each coordinated cell according to the determined priorities, and inform a corresponding coordinated cell of information on a user that is finally determined to be scheduled;

and each of the coordinated cells is located in the same region with the central control cell, and is configured to receive information about channel quality that is independently measured by a user in the coordinated cell where the user is located and reflects the quality of a channel between the user and the coordinated cell, send information on a user to be scheduled in the coordinated cell to the central control cell, receive scheduling information from the central control center, and schedule a user in corresponding time and frequency resources according to the scheduling information. Here, the coordinated cells include the central control cell.

The present disclosure is described below in detail with reference to specific embodiments.

Embodiment 1

assuming that in a region, there are three coordinated cells, which are referred to as a coordinated cell A, a coordinated cell B and a coordinated cell C; there are three users to be scheduled in coordination resources of each coordinated cell: users to be scheduled in the coordinated cell A being users a1, a2 and a3, users to be scheduled in the coordinated cell B being users b1, b2 and b3, and users to be scheduled in the coordinated cell C being users c1, c2 and c3; a scheduling ending condition is that a scheduling selection process can be ended if all coordinated cells have determined one scheduled user; a central control cell is selected in this way: a coordinated cell with relatively little traffic is selected from the coordinated cells as a central control cell at different coordination moments; and the coordinated cell C adopts an MU-MIMO mode.

First, each of the users a1, a2 and a3 to be scheduled in the coordinated cell A independently measures the quality of a channel between a base station of the coordinated cell A and itself, and feeds channel measurement information back to the coordinated cell A; each of the users b1, b2 and b3 to be scheduled in the coordinated cell B independently measures the quality of a channel between a base station of the coordinated cell B and itself, and feeds channel measurement information back to the coordinated cell B; and each of the users c1, c2 and c3 to be scheduled in the coordinated cell C independently measures the quality of a channel between a base station of the coordinated cell C and itself, and feeds channel measurement information back to the coordinated cell C.

Provided that a statistical result shows that the coordinated cell C has the least traffic, then, the coordinated cell C is selected as the central control cell in this embodiment. The coordinated cell A sends the central control cell C the channel measurement information of the three users to be scheduled in the coordinated cell A and user-related information such as the data throughput completed by the three users in a given period of time; and similarly, the coordinated cell B sends the central control cell C the channel measurement information of the three users to be scheduled in the coordinated cell B and user-related information such as data throughput completed by the three users in a given period of time. At this moment, the nine users to be scheduled can be deemed as nine users to be scheduled in a big virtual cell.

Then, the central control cell C sorts the priorities of the nine users to be scheduled; assuming that the priorities are sorted according to current channel information and history information of the users, for example: the better the current channel quality of a user is, the higher the priority of the user is; and the higher the throughput of a user transmits in a given period of time, the lower the priority of the user is. Assuming the user b2 is selected as the user with the highest priority.

The central control cell C acquires an optimal weight value used by the user b2 according to the channel measurement information of the user b2, and determines the second scheduled user from the rest eight users to be scheduled according to the maximum signal leakage ratio criterion, that is, the second scheduled user should be the one causing least interference on the user b2; assuming that based on a comparison, the user c1 is selected as the second scheduled user and a corresponding weight vector used by the user c1 is acquired.

The central control cell C determines the third scheduled user from the rest seven users to be scheduled according to the maximum signal leakage ratio criterion, that is, the third user should be the one causing least interference on users b2 and c1; assuming that based on a comparison, the user c2 is selected as the third scheduled user, and a corresponding weight vector used by the user c2 is acquired.

The central control cell C determines the fourth scheduled user from the rest six users to be scheduled according to the maximum signal leakage ratio criterion, that is, the fourth user should be the one causing least interference on users b2, c1 and c2; assuming that based on a comparison, the user a1 is selected as the fourth scheduled user, and a corresponding weight vector used by the user a1 is acquired.

At this moment, all coordinated cells have one scheduled user, that is, the scheduling ending condition is met, therefore, the current scheduling process is ended.

Then, the central control cell C sends the results of the scheduling to the coordinated cells A and B, and at last, the three coordinated cells perform corresponding scheduling in the coordination resources according to the results of the scheduling.

Embodiment 2

assuming that in a region, there are three coordinated cells, which are referred to as a coordinated cell A, a coordinated
cell B and a coordinated cell C; there are three users to be scheduled in coordination resources of each coordinated cell: users to be scheduled in the coordinated cell A being users a1, a2, and a3, users to be scheduled in the coordinated cell B being users b1, b2, and b3, and users to be scheduled in the coordinated cell C being users c1, c2, and c3; assuming that the scheduling ending condition is that: a maximum signal leakage ratio threshold is preset, a next user to be scheduled is determined according to a maximum signal leakage ratio criterion, the current scheduling selection process is ended when the maximum signal leakage ratio of each of all the rest users to be scheduled is greater than the maximum signal leakage ratio threshold.

Each of the users a1, a2 and a3 to be scheduled in the coordinated cell A independently measures the quality of a channel between a base station of the coordinated cell A and itself, and sends channel measurement information back to the coordinated cell A; each of the users b1, b2 and b3 to be scheduled in the coordinated cell B independently measures the quality of a channel between a base station of the coordinated cell B and itself, and sends channel measurement information back to the coordinated cell B; and each of the users c1, c2 and c3 to be scheduled in the coordinated cell C independently measures the quality of a channel between a base station of the coordinated cell C and itself, and sends channel measurement information back to the coordinated cell C; a central control cell is selected in this way: a coordinated cell is randomly selected as the central control cell.

First, assuming that the coordinated cell C is randomly selected as the central control cell, the coordinated cell A sends the central control cell C the channel measurement information of the three users to be scheduled in the coordinated cell A, information about data throughput completed by the three users in a given period of time and other information; and similarly, the coordinated cell B sends the central control cell C the channel measurement information of the three users to be scheduled in the coordinated cell B, information about data throughput completed by the three users in a given period of time and other information. At this moment, the nine users to be scheduled can be deemed as nine users to be scheduled in a big virtual cell.

Then, the central control cell C sorts the priorities of the nine users to be scheduled; assuming that the priorities are sorted according to current channel information and history information of the users: the better the current channel quality of a user is, the higher the priority of the user is; the higher the throughput a user transmits in a given period of time, the lower the priority of the user is. Assuming the user b2 is selected as the user with the highest priority.

The central control cell C acquires an optimal weight value used by the user b2 according to the channel measurement information of the user b2, and determines the second scheduled user from the rest eight users to the scheduled according to the maximum signal leakage ratio criterion, that is, the second scheduled user should be the one causing least interference on the user b2; assuming that based on a comparison, the user c1 is selected as the second scheduled user, a corresponding weight vector used by the user c1 is acquired, and the maximum signal leakage ratio of the user c1 is higher than the preset threshold.

The central control cell C continues determining, among the rest users to be scheduled, whether or not to schedule a user to be scheduled according to the maximum signal leakage ratio criterion, in this case, the signal leakage ratios of all users having been determined to be scheduled are considered during a signal leakage ratio calculation. If the maximum signal leakage ratio of all the rest users to be scheduled are all lower than the preset threshold, then the scheduling process is ended.

Then, the central control cell C sends results of the scheduling to the coordinated cells A and B, and at last, the three coordinated cells perform corresponding scheduling in the coordination resources according to the results of the scheduling.

In embodiment 2, in order to guarantee the performance of the whole system, only the coordinated cell B and the coordinated cell C schedule users synchronously, that is, not each coordinated cell can schedule users.

The invention claimed is:

1. A coordinated scheduling method in Coordinated Multiple Point transmission, comprising: determining, by a central control cell determined in a region, priorities of users to be scheduled in all coordinated cells according to user information coming from the all other coordinated cells in the region; scheduling, by the central control cell, a user in each of the coordinated cells according to the determined priorities, and informing by the central control cell a corresponding coordinated cell of information on a user that is finally determined to be scheduled; and scheduling, by the corresponding coordinated cell, the user in corresponding time and frequency resources, after receiving the scheduling information from the central control cell; wherein the central control cell is determined in this way: a coordinated cell in the region is randomly selected as the central control cell at different coordination moments; or the coordinated cells in the region serve in turn as the central control cell at different coordination moments; or a coordinated cell with relatively little traffic in the region is selected as the central control cell at different coordination moments; or once the central control cell is determined, no new central control cell is selected in following coordination time, wherein the scheduling a user in each of the coordinated cells according to the determined priorities comprises: the central control cell selects a user with the highest priority and acquires, based on a preset weight criterion, a weight value matched with the user with the highest priority according to channel measurement information of the user with the highest priority; the central control cell determines a next optimal matched user to be scheduled and a corresponding weight value according to a preset optimal matching criterion; and the central control cell repeatedly determines a next optimal matched user to be scheduled and a corresponding weight value according to the preset optimal matching criterion until a preset scheduling ending condition is met, and then ends selecting a user to be scheduled.

2. The coordinated scheduling method according to claim 1, further comprising: before the method is carried out, independently measuring, by a user in each of the coordinated cells in the region, quality of a channel between...
the user and the coordinated cell where the user is located, and feeding channel measurement information back by the user to the coordinated cell; and
sending, by each of the coordinated cells, channel measurement information of a user to be scheduled in the coordinated cell to the central control cell, after each of the coordinated cells receives the channel measurement information.

3. The coordinated scheduling method according to claim 1, wherein the priorities are determined in this way: the priorities of users to be scheduled in all coordinated cells in the region are determined according to a proportion fairness principle and current channel qualities of the users.

4. The coordinated scheduling method according to claim 3, wherein the information sent by each of the coordinated cells to the central control cell further comprises: user-related information of a user to be scheduled in each of the coordinated cells, wherein the user-related information refers to data throughput completed by the user to be scheduled in each of the coordinated cells in a predetermined period of time and a service type of the user; and the priorities are determined in this way:

- the higher channel quality shown by the channel measurement information is, the higher a priority is; the higher throughput a user transmits in a predetermined period of time, the lower a priority is; and the higher a grade of a service type of a user is, the higher a priority is.

5. The coordinated scheduling method according to claim 1, wherein the weight criterion is a maximum combination ratio criterion.

6. The coordinated scheduling method according to claim 1, wherein the optimal matching criterion is a maximum signal leakage ratio criterion.

7. The coordinated scheduling method according to claim 1, wherein the scheduling ending condition is: all coordinated cells have determined one scheduled user; or all coordinated cells meet a preset performance threshold.

8. A coordinated scheduling system in Coordinated Multiple Point transmission, mainly comprising a central control cell and coordinated cells, wherein the central control cell is one of coordinated cells in a region, and is configured to receive user information from the other coordinated cells in the region, determine priorities of users to be scheduled in all the coordinated cells, schedule a user in each of the coordinated cells, and inform a corresponding coordinated cell of information on a user that is finally determined to be scheduled; and each of the coordinated cells is located in the same region with the central control cell, and is configured to receive information about channel quality that is independently measured by a user in the coordinated cell where the user is located and reflects quality of a channel between the user and the coordinated cell, send information on a user to be scheduled in the coordinated cell to the central control cell, receive scheduling information from the central control cell, and schedule a user in corresponding time and frequency resources according to the scheduling information;

wherein the central control cell is determined in this way:

- a coordinated cell in the region is randomly selected as the central control cell at different coordination moments;
or
- the coordinated cells in the region serve in turn as the central control cell at different coordination moments;
or
- a coordinated cell with relatively little traffic in the region is selected as the central control cell at different coordination moments;
or
- once the central control cell is determined, no new central control cell is selected in following coordination time;

wherein specifically, the central control cell schedules a user in each of the coordinated cells in this way:

- the central control cell is specifically configured to select a user with the highest priority and acquires, based on a preset weight criterion, a weight value matched with the user with the highest priority according to channel measurement information of the user with the highest priority;

configured to determine a next optimal matched user to be scheduled and a corresponding weight value according to a preset optimal matching criterion; and

configured to repeatedly determine a next optimal matched user to be scheduled and a corresponding weight value according to the preset optimal matching criterion until a preset scheduling ending condition is met, and then end selecting a user to be scheduled.

9. The coordinated scheduling system according to claim 8, wherein the weight criterion is a maximum combination ratio criterion.

10. The coordinated scheduling system according to claim 8, wherein the optimal matching criterion is a maximum signal leakage ratio criterion.

11. The coordinated scheduling system according to claim 8, wherein the scheduling ending condition is: all coordinated cells have determined one scheduled user; or all coordinated cells meet a preset performance threshold.

12. The coordinated scheduling method according to claim 2, wherein the priorities are determined in this way: the priorities of users to be scheduled in all coordinated cells in the region are determined according to a proportion fairness principle and current channel qualities of the users.

13. The coordinated scheduling method according to claim 2, wherein the information sent by each of the coordinated cells to the central control cell further comprises: user-related information of a user to be scheduled in each of the coordinated cells, wherein the user-related information refers to data throughput completed by the user to be scheduled in each of the coordinated cells in a predetermined period of time and a service type of the user; and the priorities are determined in this way:

- the higher channel quality shown by the channel measurement information is, the higher a priority is; the higher throughput a user transmits in a predetermined period of time, the lower a priority is; and the higher a grade of a service type of a user is, the higher a priority is.